An elastic foil interacting with a uniform flow with its trailing edge clamped, also known as the inverted foil, exhibits a wide range of complex self-induced flapping regimes such as large amplitude flapping (LAF), deformed and flipped flapping. In particular, the LAF has a profound impact on the development of energy harvesting devices. Here, we perform three-dimensional numerical experiments to examine the role of vortex structures, the vortex-vortex interaction and shedding process on the LAF response at Reynolds number Re = 30, 000. We first show that the LAF can produce a secondary vortex in addition to the dominant counter-rotating vortex pair from both leading edge and trailing edge over the one-half cycle. To understand the role of the counter-rotating periodic vortices generated from the edges of the foil and the interaction between them on the LAF, we investigate the dynamics of the inverted foil for a novel configuration wherein we introduce a fixed splitter plate at the trailing edge to suppress the vortex shedding from trailing edge and inhibit the interaction between the counter-rotating vortices. Unlike the vortex-induced vibration of a circular cylinder, we find that the inhibition of the interaction has an insignificant effect on the transverse flapping amplitudes, due to a relatively weaker coupling between the counter-rotating vortices emanating from the leading edge and trailing edge . However, the inhibition of the trailing edge vortex reduces the streamwise flapping amplitude, the flapping frequency and the net strain energy of foil. To further generalize our understanding of the LAF, we next perform low-Reynolds number (Re ∈ [0.1, 50]) simulations for the identical foil properties to realize the impact of vortex shedding on the large amplitude flapping. Due to the absence of vortex shedding process in the low-Re regime, the inverted foil no longer exhibits the periodic flapping. However, the flexible foil still loses its stability through divergence instability to undergo a large static deformation. From our study on the effect of foil aspect ratio without side effects, we find that the foil aspect ratio has a minor impact on the LAF response at high Reynolds number. Finally, we introduce an analogous analytical model for the LAF based on the dynamics of an elastically mounted flat plate undergoing flow-induced pitching oscillations in a uniform stream. This study has implications on the development of novel control mechanisms for energy harvesting and propulsive devices.
Introduction
Over the past few years, the self-induced flapping of an inverted foil immersed in an external flow field with its trailing edge (TE) clamped and leading edge (LE) free to vibrate has been a subject of active research experimentally (Kim et al. 2013; Sader et al. 2016a) , analytically (Sader et al. 2016a,b) and numerically Ryu et al. 2015; Gilmanov et al. 2015; Shoele & Mittal 2016) . This particular configuration of flexible foil has superior abilities to harvest electrical current by con-verting the fluid kinetic energy into structural strain energy efficiently in comparison to its traditional counterpart with LE clamped (Tang et al. 2009; Michelin & Doaré 2013) . Apart from a practical relevance, the flapping dynamics of inverted foil has a fundamental value due to the richness of coupled fluid-structure physics associated with the complex interaction of wake dynamics with the flexible structure undergoing large deformation. Furthermore, the formation of a leading-edge vortex (LEV) and the passive self-sustained large-amplitude motion can be important to understand the flight dynamics and locomotion of small birds, bats and insects (Sane 2003; Bergou et al. 2007; Whitney & Wood 2010) . The formation of LEV is a very common unsteady aerodynamic feature found in biological locomotion. As the wing moves with a certain angle of incidence, the airflow rolls up to produce a stable vortex at LE and the streamlines tend to curve around the wing body due to the presence of LEV dynamics. During the flight these living organisms stabilize the LEV over their wings to recapture the energy from vortex-flexible foil interaction to enhance the lift generation.
While a pioneering theoretical analysis using inviscid potential flow was carried out by Guo & Paidoussis (2000) to predict the onset of linear flapping stability, experimental (Kim et al. 2013; Sader et al. 2016a) and viscous numerical simulation studies Ryu et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2015; Shoele & Mittal 2016 ) are performed to understand the self-induced flapping dynamics of an inverted foil. The self-induced flapping dynamics of an inverted foil in a steady uniform flow can be characterized by three nondimensional parameters, namely Reynolds number Re = ρ f U 0 L/µ f , mass-ratio m * = ρ s h/ρ f L, and bending rigidity
s , E, and ν, denote the freestream velocity, the density of fluid, the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, the foil length, the foil width and the foil thickness, the solid density, Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, respectively and B represents the flexural rigidity defined as B = Eh 3 /12(1 − ν 2 ). The experimental and numerical studies have shown that for a given Re there exists a critical nondimensional bending rigidity (K B ) cr below which an inverted foil placed in an external flow loses its stability to undergo static deformation. Kim et al. (2013) , and Sader et al. (2016a) have attributed this phenomenon to the divergence instability. Sader et al. (2016a) presented an experimental and theoretical treatment to investigate the effects of foil aspect ratio and have shown that the foils with lower aspect ratios are more stable towards the divergence instability compared to the foils with higher aspect ratios.
An inverted foil placed in a uniform flow exhibits three distinct dynamic flapping regimes as a function of reducing K B namely large amplitude flapping (LAF), deformed flapping and flipped flapping. The transition from the static deformed state to the dynamic flapping modes is attributed to the flow separation at LE and the evolution of a large leading edge vortex (LEV) (Kim et al. 2013; . The experiments of Kim et al. (2013) first showed the existence of LAF and deformed flapping mode for aspect-ratios in the range [1,1.3] at Re = 30, 000 for two representatives m * corresponding to water and air. This experimental work has been followed up by a number of numerical studies (Ryu et al. 2015; Tang et al. 2015; Gilmanov et al. 2015; Shoele & Mittal 2016) which have confirmed the dynamic flapping modes reported by Kim et al. (2013) . In addition to the dynamic flapping modes observed by Kim et al. (2013) , the two-dimensional (2D) Shoele & Mittal 2016) and three-dimensional (3D) (Tang et al. 2015) numerical studies have demonstrated a new flipped mode for very low K B . Kim et al. (2013) ; ; Shoele & Mittal (2016) have shown that m * has little an influence on the inverted foil flapping modes and response. The 2D simulations of Ryu et al. (2015) and Shoele & Mittal (2016) have further shown that the unsteady flapping motion ceases for Re < 50 and the foil undergoes a static deformation instead.
The LAF regime is of significant interest for their energy harvesting abilities compared to their conventional foil counterpart. Sader et al. (2016a) studied the physical mechanism behind the LAF motion and has drawn an analogy to the vortex-induced vibration (VIV) in a flexibly mounted circular cylinder. The authors have attributed the LAF phenomenon to the synchronized vortex shedding from LE and TE. Sader et al. (2016a) have constructed their analogy based on a number of similarities such as LAF requires vortex shedding, Strouhal number range (St ≈ 0.1 − 0.2) and the synchronization of the flapping motion with the periodic vortex shedding from the leading and trailing edges. However, the two-dimensional simulations of and Ryu et al. (2015) have shown that LAF can exhibit complex vortex patterns involving as many as four pairs of counter-rotating vortices per flapping cycle. However, the role of complex vortex shedding patterns on the vortex-induced forces and their impact on the synchronization with flapping motion has not been explored. In another related study, Buchak et al. (2010) studied the clapping behavior exhibited by a stack of papers placed on the floor of a wind tunnel with their TE clamped. The experimental analysis showed that the papers lose their stability to exhibit only the deformed flapping regime and the stack of papers remain in the deformed state until the stack size is large enough for the wind to support. Interestingly, in this experimental study there is no trailing edge vortex (TEV) behind the stack of papers. However, one cannot strongly attribute the absence of LAF to the absence of interaction between the LEV and TEV vortices due to differences in the material properties of the foil and configurations. Despite a significant progress recently, the rise of LAF and the underlying fluid-structure dynamics remains unclear.
The objective of this work is to investigate the LAF mechanism and to examine the role of vortex shedding phenomenon on the origin of LAF motion. The present study extends the previous two-dimensional work of to three dimensions. Of particular interest is to understand the role of leading-edge vortex to sustain the large amplitude flapping response of inverted in a uniform flow. To investigate the complex fluid-structure interaction of LAF, we employ the recently developed variational bodyconforming fluid-structure formulation based on the 3D Navier-Stokes and the nonlinear elasticity for large deformation. To handle strong inertial effects, the quasi-monolithic formulation is employed for a robust and stable treatment of fluid-structure interaction of a very light and thin flag-like structure. To resolve the separated turbulent wake regime behind the inverted foil, we consider the variational multiscale model for the simulation of two different configurations namely the standard inverted foil and the inverted foil with a long fixed splitter plate. Through the 3D coupled FSI simulations at high Reynolds number, we successfully predict the LE transverse amplitude and the maximum strain energy measured from the experiment of Kim et al. (2013) . The turbulence spectra of kinetic energy in the wake of inverted foil exhibit the power law of -5/3 from the coupled FSI simulations. We next characterize the coupled flapping dynamics by the wake and streamline topologies, the force and response amplitudes and the frequency characteristics. We also investigate the inverted foil for the laminar low-Re regime to understand the impact of vortex shedding phenomenon on the LAF. In particular, we determine how an inverted foil continue to undergo static-divergence with large static deformation even for low-Re flow. We also examine the role of aspect ratio on the LAF response of inverted foil at high Reynolds number. Finally, we present a list of similarities and differences between the LAF phenomenon of inverted foil and the VIV of a circular cylinder and provide an improved understanding of the mechanism of LAF. We also provide the linkage between the LAF dynamics of a flexible inverted foil with the flow-induced oscillation of a flat plate mounted elastically on a torsional spring at the trailing edge and immersed in a flow stream.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we present the variational fluidstructure model used in this study. While Section 3 describes the problem set-up, Section 4 is dedicated to the validation of the flow past an inverted foil at Re = 30, 000. In Section 5, we present the flow fields to elucidate the generation of LEV and the interaction of LEV and TEV for both inverted foil configurations with and without splitter plate. We examine the vorticity dynamics, the 3D flow structures, the frequency and response characteristics. We also expand our results by considering low Re vortex shedding simulations, the effect of aspect ratio and the comparison of LAF with the well-known VIV phenomenon of circular cylinders. Finally, we conclude the present study in Section 6.
Numerical Methodology
To simulate the nonlinear fluid-structure interactions of thin flexible flag-like structures at high Reynolds number with large deformation, the stability of the coupled formulation for low mass-ratio and its ability to capture the boundary layer effect are two crucial factors. In the present coupled formulation, we adopt a quasi-monolithic scheme for the stable fluid-structure coupling whereas the fluid system is solved on a deforming mesh that adapts to the Lagrangian flexible body in a body-fitted manner via arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) description. The body-conforming treatment of fluid-structure interface provides an accurate modeling of the boundary layer and the vorticity generation over deformable surfaces. Before proceeding to the quasi-monolithic variational formulation, we first present the governing fluid-structure equations employed for the numerical methodology.
Fluid-Structure Equations
The incompressible flow is governed by the Navier-Stokes equations and the equations in an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) reference frame are expressed as
where u f = u f (x, t) = (u, v, w) and w = w(x, t) represent the fluid and mesh velocities respectively at a spatial point x ∈ Ω f (t), f f denotes the body force applied on the fluid and σ f is the Cauchy stress tensor for the Newtonian fluid, written as
where p is fluid pressure, I denotes second order identity tensor and T represents the fluid viscous stress tensor. The dynamics of the inverted foil, Ω s , is governed by the equation
is the structural velocity at a material point z ∈ Ω s i , f s denotes the external forces acting on the solid and σ s is the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor. In this study, the structural stresses are modeled using the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff model. Eventually, the fluid and structural solutions are coupled through the velocity and traction continuity along the fluid-solid interface, given by
where n f and n s are, respectively, the outward normals to the deformed fluid and the undeformed solid interface boundaries, Γ represents the interface between the fluid and the inverted foil at t = 0, γ is an edge on Γ and ϕ s is the function that maps each Lagrangian point z ∈ Ω s to its deformed position at time t.
Variational Quasi-Monolithic Formulation
We next briefly present the variational fluid-structure formulation based on the NavierStokes and the nonlinear elasticity equations. We extend the 2D variational bodyconforming quasi-monolithic technique presented by Liu et al. (2014) for flow-structure interactions to large-scale 3D turbulent flow-structure problems. The employed quasimonolithic coupling technique is numerically stable even for very low structure-to-fluid mass ratio and has been used for simulating the flapping dynamics of thin flexible foil in Bourlet et al. (2015) ; . An energy-based mathematical proof for the numerical stability of the coupling formation for any mass-ratio is presented in Liu et al. (2014) . One of the main features of this quasi-monolithic formulation is that the kinematic and dynamic continuity conditions which are to be satisfied along the common interface are absorbed into the formulation and are satisfied implicitly. Another attractive feature of the quasi-monolithic formulation is that the mesh motion is decoupled from rest of the FSI solver variables by updating the structural positions at the start of each iteration. Decoupling of the mesh motion allows us to linearize the nonlinear NavierStokes without losing the stability and accuracy. Hence, we solve the coupled system of equations only once per time step making it a computationally efficient option.
To derive the weak form of the Navier-Stokes Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), we consider a trial function space S f that satisfies the Dirichlet conditions and a test function space V f that is null along the Dirichlet boundaries. The variational form of the Navier-Stokes Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) in the ALE reference frame can be stated as Find {u 
where Γ s h denotes the Neumann boundary along which σ s · n s = σ s b . One of the key features of the quasi-monolithic formulation is that the kinematic and dynamic interface continuity conditions in Eqs. (2.6) and (2.5) are absorbed at the variational level by enforcing the condition φ f = φ s along the interface Γ and are satisfied implicitly. Such a condition can be realized by considering a conforming interface mesh. The weak form of the traction continuity condition along the fluid-structure interface Eq. (2.5) is given as the inf-sup condition respectively. The term C is the least square stabilization on the incompressibility constraint, which provides additional stability for large Re problems. The term D represents the Galerkin weak-from of the nonlinear structural dynamics. The terms E and F correspond to the cross-stress and Reynolds stress terms. R m (ū f ,p) is the residual of the momentum equation at the element level, and the stabilizing parameters τ m and τ c in the terms (B − E) are the least squares metrics (Hughes et al. 1989; Franca & Frey 1992) .
As mentioned earlier, the quasi-monolithic formulation decouples the fluid mesh motion and explicitly determines the mesh velocity w, which is carried out by determining the interface between the fluid and the structure explicitly for n th time step using the second order Adam-Bashforth method
where ϕ s,n is the interface position between the fluid and the flexible body for any time t n . The fluid mesh nodes on the domain Ω f (t) can be updated for the interface locations using a pseudo-elastic material model given by
where σ m is the stress experienced by the fluid mesh due to the strain induced by the interface deformation. Assuming that the fluid mesh behaves as a linearly elastic material, its experienced stress can be written as
where τ m is a mesh stiffness variable chosen as a function of the element size to limit the distortion of the small elements located in the immediate vicinity of the fluid-structure interface. The mesh stiffness variable τ m has been defined as τ m = maxi |Ti|−mini |Ti| |Tj| , where T j represents j th element on the mesh T .
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Problem Set-up
We study the 3D nonlinear flapping dynamics of an inverted foil in a uniform axial flow, wherein the flow field and the foil can have spanwise variations, for two different configurations, as shown in figure 1. In the first configuration, the inverted foil interacts with an incompressible viscous flow with the TE clamped. Whereas in the second configuration, we introduce a long fixed splitter plate at TE (figure 1b) to inhibit the vortex-vortex interaction between the two counter-rotating vortices generated from TE and LE. In this study, we ignore the spanwise foil edge effects for simplicity and also from the viewpoint of computational efficiency. formulation with exact interface tracking presented in Section 2.2 enables us to enforce the no-slip Dirichlet boundary condition along the deformable foil interface, which allows an accurate modeling of the boundary layer on the foil.
Validation
Before discussing the physical insight of LAF of an inverted foil, it is essential to establish the appropriate mesh resolution and validate the coupled fluid-structure solver. We validate the flapping dynamics of an inverted foil clamped at the TE without the splitter plate, i.e. L s = 0, for the nondimensional parameters m * = 1, K B ∈ [0.15, 0.5] and Re = 30000, which are consistent with the experimental conditions of Kim et al. (2013) . The aspect ratio (AR= W/L) of the foil is considered to be 0.5, a detailed analysis on the effect of AR on the flapping dynamics is presented in Section 5.4. The 3D simulations are performed on the finite element mesh with 1.9 million six-node wedge elements consisting of 21 layers of 2D finite element meshes with 46924 nodes each. We also compare the maximum strain energy E max s developed due to the elastic deformation of the foil as a function of K B with experimental data (Kim et al. 2013) in figure 3 (bottom). The strain energy E s is evaluated as a function of curvature κ using
where f (x) is a piecewise polynomial function of 6 th order that has been constructed to define the deformed foil profile at each time instant. Figure 3 (bottom) clearly shows that our 3D simulations correctly predict the onset of flapping instability and the post-critical E max s follows a similar trend to that of the experiment. Some difference in the prediction of maximum strain energy E max s can be attributed to the spanwise end effects of the inverted foil in the experiment. Figure 4 summarizes the coupled flapping modes exhibited by an inverted foil as a function of K B . The foil loses it stability for K B ≈ 0.3 to perform the flapping motion that is primarily biased towards one side. This observation is consistent with the previous 2D analysis presented in . The onset of flapping instability can be attributed to the combination of divergence and the flow separation at LE. By further decreasing K B , the foil begins to exhibit the LAF motion (figure 4c) and the foil profiles for K B = 0.2 in figure 4c show that the foil does not recoil at its maximum transverse displacement. Instead, the foil deforms further downstream before it recoils and the foil goes through two humps-like patterns in the vicinity of maximum transverse displacement, as shown in figure 3 (left).
Although we have validated our numerical framework by comparing the time history of LE displacement with the experimental data, it is also important to verify if the mesh used here adequately captures the turbulent wake characteristics. For that purpose, we look into the turbulence power spectra in the wake region. Figure 5 shows the spectral distribution of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at eight points (P 1 − P 8 ) in the wake behind the inverted foil. The figure shows that the kinetic energy decays with a slope of −5/3. For locally homogeneous turbulence, Kolmogorov's -5/3 power states that the kinetic energy and the wave number, k, of integral scale eddies follow the relation Figure 5: Spectral distribution of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) at different positions in the wake for K B = 0.2, m * = 1 and Re = 30000: P 1 = (2L, 0.75L), P 2 = (2L, 0.5L) P 3 = (2.5L, 0.75L), P 4 = (2.5L, 0.5L), P 5 = (2L, −0.75L), P 6 = (2L, −0.5L), P 7 = (2.5L, −0.75L) and P 8 = (2.5L, −0.5L). Except for the highest spectra, other spectral trends are shifted down for clarity. The dashed lines indicate the Kolmogorov's -5/3 power law.
T KE(k) ∝ k −5/3 in the inertial range. This relationship is generally applied to the spatial distribution of turbulent kinetic energy (T KE ≡ u i u i /2) as a function of wavenumber spectrum. The −5/3 decay of the kinetic energy can be extended to frequency domain for the turbulence spectrum via the Taylor's frozen turbulence hypothesis (Taylor 1938) . Therefore, the Kolmogorov's −5/3 spectral decay of TKE versus the frequency in figure 5 confirms the adequacy of the fluid mesh for the VMS-based turbulence model presented in Section 2.2.
Results
The LCO flapping of inverted foil forms a large periodic obstacle to the impinging flow, which alters the fluid motion and generates a separated wake flow. Similar to a bluff body structure, the separated wake flow consists of vortices shed periodically from the deformed foil. The interaction between the vortices from the LE and TE, and the flexible structure are strongly coupled to each other. The periodic vortex shedding in the separated wake flow can synchronize with the flapping motion. To realize the mechanism of LAF, we will investigate the onset of LAF, the response histories, the frequency characteristics, the force dynamics, the vortex shedding patterns and the synchronization between the vortices shed during the flapping phenomenon.
Flow field
Since the separated vortex structures play a key role in determining the periodic loading on a flexible body, we analyze the wake topology, more specifically we focus on the interaction of the LEV and the TEV develop behind the deformable flexible foil. The 2D simulations by have shown that the onset of LAF is characterized by the LEV due to the flow separation at LE for sufficiently large deformation of the inverted foil. We first performed a series of 3D simulations at Re = 1000 for K B = [0.4, 0.25], m * = 0.1 and AR = 0.5 to find out the impact of flow 3D effects on the LAF response. Unlike the 2D simulations of for the identical nondimensional parameters, the 3D simulations at
Figure 6: Temporal evolution of 3D-LEV over a deformable inverted foil in uniform flow: Iso-surfaces of streamwise ω x (left) and spanwise ω z (right) vorticity at K B = 0.2, m * = 1 and Re = 30000. Here blue and red colors denote positive and negative vorticity respectively. not show any LAF phenomenon. The foil loses its stability only for K B 0.3 confirming that the foil 3D-effects play a significant role in the onset of LAF by stabilizing the onset of divergence instability and then flow separation at the leading edge. This observation conforms with the analysis presented by Sader et al. (2016a) .
To visualize the role of 3D flow structures during the evolution of LAF, in figure 6, we plot the evolution of the streamwise and spanwise vorticity of LEV at K B = 0.2, Re = 30000, m * = 1 and AR = 0.5. As the foil deflects from its initial state due to divergence instability, at a certain angle of deformation a small 2D LEV develops behind the foil which can be seen in figure 6a for tU 0 /L = 7. This 2D LEV results in a low pressure region behind the foil which enhances the downward forces acting on the foil that in turn increases the foil downward deformation. The 2D LEV grows in size with the foil deformation and the first signs of 3D vortex structures are observed in figure 6b for tU 0 /L = 7.5. As the foil deflects downwards, it pushes the fluid below it normal to the surface with a velocity greater than the freestream velocity. This phenomenon typically represents jet in a cross-flow which tends to produce counter-rotating vortex pairs in the streamwise direction (Yuan et al. 1999; Mahesh 2013 also show the occurrence of similar counter-rotating streamwise vortex pairs. To further confirm this behavior, we plot the x-vorticity along the sectional planes at x = 0.2L and 0.45L for tU 0 /L = 8 in figure 7. The figure clearly shows the formation of 3D streamwise counter-rotating vortices along the foil span. We next present the 3D vortex organization for the LAF regime corresponding to (KB, Re, m * , AR) = (0.2, 30000, 1.0, 0.5) over a half-cycle. Figure 8 presents the vortex mode exhibited by the LAF over one-half cycle of the periodic oscillation for the downstroke. Figures 8a-c show the LEV 'A' and an oppositely signed TEV 'B', which are formed due to the roll of shear layer via Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, interact with each other to form a pair of counter-rotating vortices. The counter-rotating vortex 'B' grows in size and cuts-off the vortex 'A' from the LE. Meanwhile, as the LEV 'A' is shed, a new LEV 'C' can be seen developing at the LE in figure 8c and this phenomenon is marked by a rise in the lift acting on the foil. However, this time foil inertia overcomes the lift acting on the foil and as the foil crosses the mean position, the LEV 'C' convects along the foil surface and sheds into the wake. A detailed analysis describing the impact of the vortices on the force dynamics is described in the next paragraph. A new LEV 'D' can be seen developing on the opposite surface of the foil once the foil crosses certain deformation which in turn pulls an oppositely signed TEV 'E'. Similar to the downstroke even the upstroke generate a pair of counter-rotating vortices. However, during the upstroke we do not observe the secondary LEV 'C'. The LAF mode for K B = 0.2 exhibits a combination of P + S and P vortex modes due to transition from the pure P mode for K B = 0.25 to the pure P + S mode for K B = 0.15. Similar P and P + S vortex modes per half-cycle have also been observed by Ryu et Mittal (2016) through 2D simulations. The vortex mode notation used here is consistent with the notation introduced by Williamson & Roshko (1988) for an oscillating circular cylinder.
To investigate the influence of the vortex modes on the flapping motion and forces acting on the inverted foil, we plot the time traces of the LE displacements in both transverse and streamwise directions and contrast them against the lift and drag coefficients in figure 9 . The figure shows that the lift acting on the foil reaches the maximum at point 'a' even before it reaches the maximum transverse displacement. Between points 'a' and 'b', while the transverse lift force acting on the foil experiences a sudden drop, the drag force and streamwise displacements continue to increase. In this time window, the transverse amplitude increases continuously and reaches to the maximum value. We can attribute this observation to the large foil deformation like in figure 8a , where the majority of the fluid force acting on the foil contributes to the horizontal drag rather than to the vertical lift force. In other words, the deformed foil develops a maximum projected area to the oncoming flow stream. Above a critical foil deformation, the flapping dynamics is dominated by the drag acting on the foil. Point 'b' in the figure represents the time instance at which the inverted foil recoils from the peak streamwise position of the LE . During the initial stages of the downstroke, i.e. between points 'b' and 'c', the lift acting on the foil begins to increase because the lift force is recovered back due to the elastic recoil of the foil. It should be noted that at this stage the LEV 'A' is not yet shed and is still attached to the LE. At point 'c', the LEV 'A' separates from the LE. The separation of the LEV 'A' is characterized by a sudden drop in the lift and the drag. The drag acting on the foil reaches the minimum as it crosses the mean position. On the other hand, around the same time the lift acting on the foil starts to increase slightly due to (12.6, 13.5, 14.65, 15.65, 17.5, 18.6, 19.8) .
the formation of the secondary LEV 'C' at 'd'. While no sharp changes in the lift even when the LEV 'D' is formed, one can observe oscillations in the lift plot between the points 'd' and 'e'. This is because the secondary LEV 'C' in front of the foil minimizes the effect of the LEV 'D' behind the foil and thus we do not observe any sharp changes in the lift plot. Thereby resulting in a lower streamwise flapping amplitude and drag for the downstroke compared to the upstroke. The inverted foil again recoils back at the point 'e'. Similar to the recoil phenomenon during the downstroke, the lift force acting on the foil is recovered before the LEV 'D' separates from the LE. The separation is again characterized by a sharp change in the lift curve at point 'f'. Since no secondary LEV is observed during the upstroke, the lift acting on the foil increases until the point 'a '. This phenomenon continues and repeats itself over each flapping cycle.
The formation of counter-rotating vortex pair of 'A+B' in figure 8a represents a close resemblance to the flow over a circular cylinder wherein the interaction between the counter-rotating asymmetric vortices plays a significant role in the vortex-induced vibration when the frequency of vortex formation is relatively close to the natural frequency of the structure. The VIV lock-in of an elastically mounted vibrating circular is characterized by the matching of the periodic vortex shedding frequency and the oscillation frequency of the body Sarpkaya (2004) . The VIV response characteristics of transversely vibrating circular bodies become significantly influenced if we disturb the synchronization between the shedding phenomenon or suppress either of the two alternate vortices. The prevention of vortex-vortex interaction and the frequency lock-in can reduce the large transverse amplitudes. However, the role of the vortex organization and the interaction between two counter-rotating vortices on the LAF is not systematically explored earlier. To understand the impact of the vortices on the LAF, we introduce a splitter plate at the trailing edge to suppress the TEV.
Effect of splitter plate behind inverted flapping
We replicate the 3D simulation at Re = 30000, K B = 0.2, m * = 1 and AR = 0.5 by considering a typical splitter plate of length L s = 4L at TE. Similar to the circular
Figure 10: Generation and interaction of LEV and TEV behind an inverted foil with splitter plate over a half flapping oscillation: Time evolution of ω z at nondimensional parameters K B = 0.2, m * = 1 and Re = 30000. Here blue and red denote positive and negative vorticity respectively and the flow is from left to right.
cylinder, the splitter plate will inhibit the vortex-vortex interaction between the counterrotating vortices from the LE and the TE. Figure 10 presents the isometric vortex mode observed for an inverted foil with a splitter plate at the trailing edge. The figure shows that unlike the inverted foil without splitter plate which exhibited 2P + 2S vortex mode per flapping cycle, in this case only two counter-rotating vortices 'A' and 'B' are shed over the flapping cycle i.e. 2S vortex mode. Additionally, by comparing figures 8 and 10, it can be observed that the time taken over one half cycle of the inverted foil with splitter is 20% more than that of a simple inverted foil without a splitter and this increase in the time period is mainly due to the increase in time taken by the foil to reach the mean position. However, for both the inverted foil configurations, the time taken by the foil to deform from its mean position to the point of recoil remains nearly identical. Lower time-periods during the first half of the downstroke in the case of inverted foil without splitter plate can be attributed to the greater induced velocity due to the interaction between the counter-rotating vortices 'A+B'. As a result of this, the drag force which is the main source of the inverted foil bending reduces more rapidly than over the foil with the splitter plate. Detailed analysis on the impact of the vortex-vortex interaction on the flapping amplitudes and the forces is presented in the following paragraphs.
To begin, figures 11a and 11b present the frequency characteristics of the LE displacements for the inverted foil configurations with and without the splitter plate. The figures confirm the reduction in the flapping frequency due to the inhibition of the vortex-vortex interaction by the splitter plate and the flapping frequency of the foil without splitter is 14.26% greater than its counterpart with the splitter. Figures 11c and 11d compare the LE transverse and streamwise displacements of the inverted foil with and without the splitter plate, respectively. It is evident from figure 11c that the transverse flapping amplitudes remain similar for both the inverted foils with and without the splitter plate. From figure 11d , the inhibition of the interaction between the vortices reduces the maximum streamwise flapping amplitudes and makes them more regular. To explain the reduction in the streamwise flapping amplitudes, we examine the nondimensional pressure distribution along the foil (p(x, y) = ∆p(x, y)/0.5ρ f U 2 0 ) for both the inverted foils presented in figures 12a and 12b, where ∆p(x, y) denote the net pressure acting on any point (x, y) on the foil surface. Due to the formation of TEV,p at the TE is significantly lower for the inverted foil without a splitter plate. As a result of this, the foil without a splitter experiences 11.5% lower and 2.4% greater mean drag compared to the foil with a splitter for the regions 0.5 s 1 and 0 s < 0.5 respectively. Due to the greater drag close to the LE, the inverted foil without splitter experiences greater bending moments compared to its counterpart. The reduction in the streamwise flapping amplitudes due to the inhibition of the vortex-vortex interaction by the splitter affects the curvature of foil. Figure 12c presents the variation of curvature along the foils for both the configurations. The figure clearly shows the area under the curvature curve for the inverted foil without splitter plate is greater than the area under the foil with a splitter. Since the strain energy is proportional to the square of the curvature (Eq. 4.1), we can deduce that the energy harvesting ability of an inverted foil can be manipulated by controlling the vortex-vortex interaction without directly altering the foil properties.
Inhibition of the vortex-vortex interaction has a profound impact on the drag and lift forces (figure 13). Due to the formation of the counter-rotating vortex at TE of the inverted foil without splitter, both the drag and lift forces acting on the foil drop more rapidly compared to its counterpart with the splitter plate. As a consequence of this, the foil without the splitter travels more quickly from its maximum deformation to the mean position thereby resulting in lower flapping period and higher flapping frequency compared to the foil with the splitter plate. The lift forces exhibit an additional secondary frequency f 2 , which has 3 rd harmonic component in the flapping frequency in addition to the fundamental frequency f 1 corresponding to the transverse response. Unsurprisingly, figure 13c shows f 2 as the dominant frequency for the inverted foil without splitter because three vortices ('A+B', 'C' in figure 8) are shed over one-half cycle. However, there is no synchronization between the periodic vortex induced dominant f 2 and transverse flapping. On the other hand, the dominant vortex induced frequency f 1 synchronizes with the transverse flapping frequency for the inverted foil with the splitter plate because there is only one vortex ('A') shed over one-half cycle of flapping oscillation and no secondary LEV are observed. For complex vortex modes like 2P + S observed in our study for inverted foil without splitter and 2P + 2S or 4P modes observed in Ryu et al. (2015) and , the dominant vortex induced forces may not synchronize with the transverse flapping frequency. To further understand the impact of the suppression of TEV on the force dynamics, we plot the time histories of LE transverse and streamwise displacement responses and contrast against the lift and drag acting on the foil over a flapping cycle in figure 14 . Qualitatively if we compare figures 9 and 14, both the figures share similar characteristics. The primary difference between the two figures is the point 'd'. In figure 9 , the point 'd' represented the time instant at which the lift acting on the foil increases due to the formation of the secondary LEV 'C'. Since there is no secondary LEV for the inverted foil with the splitter, the lift acting on the foil drops until the foil attains a large enough deformation so that drag can sustain the deformed foil. The point 'd' in figure 14, represents the point of transition from the lift dominated to the drag dominant foil deformation. Therefore, the mechanism of the foil motion from the maximum transverse deformation to the mean position depends on the foil inertia due to the elastic restoring forces and shedding of the LEV 'A'. The TEV only enhances this motion of the foil and hence the foil travels faster when the TEV is present as compared to the foil where it is suppressed. Figure 15 shows the streamline topology for the inverted foil with and without the splitter, where LEV1 (TEV1) and LEV2 (TEV2) represent the LEV (TEV) shed during current and previous half-cycles respectively. The figure conforms with the vortex modes presented in figures 8 and 10. In addition to the suppression of TEV, the figure also presents one more distinct feature. In the case of the inverted foil without splitter, (LEV+TEV) vortex pair travel away from the foil at an angle inclined to the freestream velocity. Similar observations can be seen in 2D vortex modes presented in Ryu et al. (2015) ; . On the other hand, the LEV in the inverted foil with the splitter travels along the splitter plate and grows in size. The wall surfaces of splitter plate act as the source of vorticity which feeds into the LEV. To further demonstrate the role of vortex shedding on the LAF, we next perform numerical simulations for low-Re flows at identical K B and m * .
The role of vortex shedding on inverted foil flapping at low Re
We perform a series of numerical experiments on the simple inverted foil without the splitter for low-Re ∈ [0.1, 50] regime to realize the effects of vortex shedding phenomenon on the LAF and the onset of flapping instability. As a function of Re based on the initial foil length, figure 16 summarizes the time traces of LE displacements and the steadystate deformed foil profiles as a function of Re. From the LE displacements in figures 16a and 16b, we can see that there exists a critical Re below which the LAF motion ceases to exist. However, the inverted foil continues to undergo static-divergence even for very small Re and undergoes a large static deformation. Similar large static deformations for Re ∈ [20, 50] have been reported by Ryu et al. (2015) and Shoele & Mittal (2016) . This phenomenon is distinctly different from the flexible foil with its LE clamped where the foil remains stable for very low-Re (Shelley & Zhang 2011 ). For Re < 10, the inverted foil flips about the clamped TE and exhibits a flipped state as shown in figure 16c . For the flipped state, the LE of the foil aligns itself with the flow direction. To examine how an inverted foil continue to undergo static-divergence with large static deformation even for low Re, we plot the time evolution of lift and drag during the onset of instability in figures 17a and 17b respectively for Re = 30000 and 10 at K B = 0.2 and m * = 1. Even though the maximum lift acting on the foil for Re = 10 is significantly lower than the lift for Re = 30000 (figure 17a), the maximum transverse amplitude for Re = 10 and 30000 is approximately same (figures 11c and 17a) . For low Re, the large static deformation can be attributed to the relatively large static drag (C d = 2.78) acting on the foil which is greater than the mean (C d = 2.19) and the root-mean square (C rms d = 2.68) drag at Re = 30000. We have earlier shown in Section 5.1 that the large deformation of the foil depends on both the lift and drag forces. For low Re, the lift acting on the inverted foil is just sufficient to break its symmetry and the drag bends it through large deformations. To understand the role of viscous stress and LEV on the large drag at low Re, we plot the viscous and pressure drag components on top and bottom foil surfaces in figure 18a . The viscous and pressure drag components acting on the foil, respectively, are computed using
where T is the fluid viscous stress defined in Eq. (2.3) and n x represents the unit vector in the streamwise direction. Both top and bottom surfaces experience a large viscous drag C dp top C dp bottom (a) initial untill the foil achieve sufficiently large transverse amplitude and the flow separates at LE to form the LEV. After the formation of LEV, the viscous drag acting on the foil drops and the pressure induced drag due to LEV increases. Therefore, both the viscous and pressure drag components act jointly to produce the large foil deformation at low Re. Figure 18b summarizes the viscous and pressure drag components as a function of Re. As Re decreases both viscous and pressure drag components acting on the foil increases. Three key points to highlight from this low Re study are: (i) vortex shedding at LE of an inverted foil is necessary for sustaining unsteady periodic flapping; (ii) unlike the flexible foil with LE clamped which remains stable for the low-Re regime, the inverted foil loses its stability to undergo large static deformation for K B < (K B ) cr ; and (iii) as flow speed decreases further (Re < 1) the foil undergoes 180 0 static deformation. Figure 19 shows the topology of the streamlines and spanwise vorticity distribution behind the deformed foil. Similar to the vortex shedding phenomenon in bluff body flows, we no longer observe any LEV shedding for the inverted foil for Re < 50 and there exists two counter-rotating steady vortices at 10 Re < 50, as shown in figure 19a . In contrast to the flow around a circular cylinder, the mirror-symmetry concerning the incoming flow is not present in the formation of vortex pair behind the inverted foil. At the flipped state, the steady vortex at the LE no longer exists, as illustrated in figures 19b and 19c.
Effect of Aspect Ratio
Here we will examine the influence of foil AR on the 3D flow structures, the forces and flapping amplitudes for representative AR values at nondimensional parameters Re = 30000, K B = 0.2 and m * = 1.0. Figures 20a and 20b compare the time histories of the transverse and streamwise displacements of inverted foil with AR = {0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0}. The figures show that the effect of AR on the transverse and streamwise flapping amplitudes of LAF is marginal. This observation conforms with experimental observations of Kim et al. (2013) where the authors did not observe any significant difference in the flapping response for AR ∈ [1.0, 1.3]. We also compare the time histories of the lift and the drag forces acting on the flexible foil in figure 20b . Even the forces acting on the foil as a function of AR show similar time histories barring small variation which can be attributed to the complex 3D turbulent flow structures, since the forces acting on the foil are more sensitive towards the vortex structures than their bulk kinematic response.
To investigate the effect of AR on the large scale 3D flow structures generated by the LAF, we plot the λ 2 (Jeong & Hussain 1995) iso-surfaces in figure 21 at AR = 0.25 and 2.0 for identical nondimensional parameters K B = 0.2, Re = 30000 and m * = 1. We can observe similar flow structures for both the AR values. The figures show the existence of the streamline ribs SLR1 in the wake behind the deformed foil and SLR2 along the foil surface. The spanwise roll SWR1 represents the LEV vortex formed behind the foil. SWR2 and SWR3 denote the TEV and LEV vortices respectively formed behind the foil during the previous downstroke. SLR3 is the streamline ribs formed behind the deformed foil during the previous downstroke. The streamline ribs SLR3 encloses the LEV+TEV pair of SWR3 and SWR2. It should be noted that in this study, we have ignored the effects of spanwise end effects which can become dominant for AR 0.2 at K B = 0.2, Re = 30000 and m * = 1.0 (Sader et al. 2016a ).
Discussion
The LAF response of an inverted foil involves large structural deformations with complex interactions between 3D vortical structures shed from the LE and TE and the foil properties such as inertia and elasticity. The underlying physical mechanism behind the LAF phenomenon can be summarized as below:
• The onset of LAF is characterized by the breakdown of symmetry through the divergence instability. Once the foil deformation due to the divergence instability becomes large enough, the flow separates at the LE to form a LEV behind the foil.
• The formation of LEV results in a low-pressure region behind the foil due to which the lift and drag acting on the foil increase. Both the lift and drag forces play a significant role in the large deformation of the inverted foil. For high-Re turbulent wake flow, initial deformation of the foil from the mean position is dominated by the lift and inertial forces until the drag force on the foil becomes large enough to sustain the deformation. On the other hand for the low-Re laminar flow, the large foil deformation is predominately due to the drag acting on the foil.
• The formation of LEV is not just enough to sustain the LAF response of inverted foil in a uniform flow. This suggests that the periodic flapping motion is due to the complex interplay and the coupled fluid-structure effects of the unsteady shedding of LEV and the structural dynamics of flexible foil due to its elasticity and inertia. Let us first consider a case where there is no shedding. The foil inertial effects will be lessened and an equilibrium between the fluid and structural restoring forces is reached like the LE responses for Re 20, K B = 0.2 and m * = 1.0 (figure 16a). The second possibility is where we have unsteady vortex shedding but the combined foil elastic restoring and the inertial effects are not sufficient to overcome the fluid forces acting on it. To demonstrate this case, we present the LE transverse response history at K B = 0.075, Re = 30000, m * = 1.0 and AR= 0.5 in figure 22 . The figure shows that the inverted foil no longer exhibits LAF, instead it performs the flapping motion about a deformed state because the combined elastic and inertial effects due to the foil recoil cannot overcome the fluid forces acting on the foil. A similar deformed flapping mode was observed both experimentally (Kim et al. 2013) and numerically (Ryu et al. 2015; Shoele & Mittal 2016) .
• Mass ratio has a weak influence on the LAF of inverted foil. The 2D simulations of have shown that as the m * increases the transition from LAF to the deformed flapping can be delayed, i.e. the foil with a greater inertia can overcome the flow-induced forces acting against the foil with more ease in comparison to the foil with a lower inertia.
To further demonstrate that the physical mechanism behind the LAF is a complex interplay of the foil elastic, the rotational inertia, the LEV and unsteady vortex forces during the periodic LAF motion, we formulate a simplified analogous model based on the elastically mounted plate which is free to undergo single-degree-of-freedom rotation about the TE in a uniform stream. The detail of the analogous formulation is presented in the appendix. In this simplified model, we estimate the 2D steady force and moment on the plate at a certain rotation angle by means of a simple potential theory and the mean drag force acting on the projected length. We assume that the formation and shedding of vortices do not result in a time-dependent moment on the flat plate a given angle of incidence. The simplified quasi-steady model reasonably predicts the LAF response amplitude and elucidates a direct connection between the large-amplitude oscillation and the LAF response amplitude. It is worthwhile to mention that the inclusion of the improved models for the LEV and TEV in the potential flow model may improve the accuracy of the model at large angles of incidence. We next present the linkage between the dynamics of the LAF with the vortex-induced vibration of a circular cylinder.
With regard to the underlying fluid-structure interaction and the large amplitude response, the LAF holds both similarities and differences with the VIV of an elastically mounted circular cylinder. Although both configurations are geometrically dissimilar, they exhibit large periodic amplitudes perpendicular to the oncoming flow stream. When an inverted foil deforms, the trajectory of LE forms a circular-arc like shape around the TE in a given flapping cycle. For the oncoming flow stream, this time-varying geometrical shape can resemble an effective semi-circular body traversing between the two peak transverse locations and emanating two counter-rotating vortices from the leading edge. Figure 23 shows the typical schematics of the flow structures exhibited by an elastically mounted circular cylinder, an inverted foil and an inverted foil with a splitter plate. The UVK and LVK represent the upper von Kármán and lower von Kármán vortices formed due to the roll-up of the separated shear layers from the upper and lower cylinder surfaces respectively. The LEV1 and LEV2 in figures 23b and 23c denote the LEV shed during the current and previous half-cycles respectively. Similarly, the TEV1 and TEV2 in figure 23b denote the TEV shed during the current and previous half-cycles. Based on the results and observations presented in the above subsections, we can deduce the following differences and similarities:
The fundamental difference between the LAF in an inverted foil without splitter and the transverse VIV of an elastically mounted cylinder is that for the LAF frequency may not necessarily be same as that of the vortex-induced forces. However, for the LAF at K B = 0.2, Re = 30000 and m * = 1, we have shown that the dominant C l frequency does not synchronize with the flapping frequency in the transverse direction (see figure 11) . On the other hand, the VIV of an elastically mounted cylinder synchronizes with the vortex-induced force frequencies (Blevins 1990; Naudascher & Rockwell 2005) .
The strong coupling between the UVK and LVK vortices is critical for the selfsustaining trait of the VIV phenomenon (Assi et al. 2009; Law & Jaiman 2017) . On the other hand, the synchronization between the LEV and TEV vortices has an insignificant influence on the LAF phenomenon. Even the complete suppression of TEV vortex (figure 23c) has a little influence on the flapping amplitude, which is typically not the case for the VIV of circular cylinders. The LAF dynamics of an inverted foil is a complex interplay of force dynamics associated with the unsteady LE vortex shedding, the foil inertia and the elastic recoil of the flexible structure.
While both UVK and LVK vortices of similar strengths play an equal role into the VIV of an elastically mounted cylinder, the LAF of inverted foil is predominantly influenced by the LEV1 and LEV2, as illustrated in figures 23b and 23c. The TEV1 and TEV2 have little effect on the flapping amplitude of inverted foil. However, the TEV1 and TEV2 can modulate the flapping frequency. The suppression of the vortices from the TE reduces the flapping frequency.
The wake behind an elastically mounted cylinder vibrating in transverse direction (figure 23a) and the wake behind a deformable inverted foil with a splitter (figure 23c) will look similar if the splitter is ignored. Similar to the VIV of an elastically mounted cylinder, which depends on the synchronization between the upper von Karman (UVK) and the lower von Karman (LVK) vortices, the flapping dynamics of an inverted foil depends on the synchronization between the two leading edge vortices. The loss due to the absence of hydrodynamic interaction between the two leading edge vortices is counterbalanced by the foil elastic and inertial effects. Just like during VIV, if we suppress either of the LEV we can suppress the large amplitude flapping. Furthermore, the shedding of LEV is not sufficient to have a large amplitude flapping if the elastic recoil-induced inertia is not sufficient to counteract the fluid dynamic forces and the inverted foil will no longer exhibit the large amplitude flapping ( figure 22) . As far as the interaction between LEV1 and TEV1 is concerned, the large amplitude flapping mechanism does not depend on this interaction. However, if present it will enhance the foil recoil motion from the maximum transverse displacement to the mean position.
Unlike the VIV of an elastically mounted cylinder, the LAF response in inverted foil has its origin in the coupled dynamics of the flexible body and the LEV formed by the roll-up of the separated shear layer (Kelvin-Helmholtz instability) at the LE of the inverted foil. In comparison to the strongly coupled asymmetric vortices formed via Bénard-von Kármán instability behind circular cylinders, the interaction between LEV and TEV in the inverted foil is relatively weak and the placement of a splitter plate has a marginal effect on the overall flapping response amplitudes. This implies that the LAF of the inverted foil arises from the intrinsic fluid-body interaction between the elastic foil and the vortex shedding process behind the deformed foil, wherein the vortex forces acting on the foil perform a net work thereby resulting in the energy transfer from the fluid flow in the form of kinetic and strain energies of the foil.
One of key similarity of LAF and VIV is that both the physical phenomenon require the existence of vortex shedding. Suppression of the shedding ceases the flapping and the formation of LEV is necessary for the large amplitude deformation.
The LAF of inverted foil with a splitter closely resemble the VIV of an elastically mounted circular cylinder. In both the cases, the vortex induced forces synchronize with the flapping response and exhibit '2S' vortex mode. However, LAF with splitter does not involve any interaction between the counter-rotating vortices LEV1 and LEV2. On the other hand, the interaction between UVK and LVK is necessary for the self-sustained large-amplitude oscillations during VIV.
Finally, for the VIV of an elastically mounted cylinder, the response amplitude and the synchronization range strongly depend on the mass ratio of immersed body in a flowing stream. However, the experimental (Kim et al. 2013 ) and the numerical Shoele & Mittal 2016 ) studies have shown that mass ratio has a little impact on the LAF amplitude and the synchronization range.
Concluding Remarks
The large amplitude limit-cycle flapping of an inverted foil is numerically investigated to elucidate the role of the unsteady counter-rotating vortices shed from the leading and trailing edges of a flexible inverted foil in a uniform flow stream. The coupled 3D fluid-structure interaction formulation relies on the quasi-monolithic formulation with the body-conforming interface and the variational multiscale turbulence model is employed for the separated wake flow at high Reynolds number. We have validated the 3D LAF response obtained by the numerical scheme with the published experimental data of Kim et al. (2013) at Reynolds number Re = 30, 000.
We first explored the detailed flow field around the inverted foil undergoing the LAF and examined the influence of the vortices shed on the response dynamics. In addition to the primary counter-rotating vortex pair (LEV+TEV), 3D spanwise wake structures behind the foil revealed that the LAF can produce a secondary spanwise vortex. From the evolution of 3D separated flow structures, we find that the vortical structures are characterized by a large spanwise vortex and small multiple counter-rotating pairs of streamline vortices behind the foil. Owing to three-dimensional effects, we have also observed the streamline ribs along the front side of the deformed foil surface. We have analyzed the relationship of the lift force with the transverse amplitude and the drag force with the streamwise amplitude. There exists a critical deformation above which the foil deformation is dominated by the drag until the foil recoils due to the elastic restoration forces of the inverted foil. The elastic recoil is followed by the LEV shedding phenomenon. We also observed that the foil aspect ratio with spanwise periodicity has a minor role on the LAF dynamics.
We introduced a novel inverted foil configuration with a fixed splitter plate at TE to suppress the vortex shedding from the TE and thereby to realize the impact of the TEV and the interaction between the TEV-LEV vortex pair. We have identified that unlike the self-excited VIV in circular cylinders where synchronized periodic vortex shedding from the top and bottom surfaces is essential for the self-sustained response, the large amplitude periodic flapping of inverted foil does not depend on the synchronized periodic vortex shedding from the leading and trailing edges. Notably, the elimination of the TEV via a splitter plate reduces the flapping frequency and modulates the streamwise flapping amplitudes. Instead, the foil recoil motion from the maximum transverse displacement depends on the foil inertia attained due to the periodic vortex shedding from LE and the elastic restoring forces. We also investigated the interaction between an inverted flexible foil without splitter and low-Re flow to generalize the impact of the LEV shedding on the large-amplitude periodic flapping. Similar to the flow over circular cylinder, the vortex shedding phenomenon ceases for Re < 50 and the foil no longer exhibits unsteady flapping motion. However, the foil exhibits the large static deformation that increases with decrease in Re. The foil eventually flips about the leading edge to align its leading edge along flow for Re 1. For low-Re, the large foil deformation is primarily sustained by the large static drag acting on the foil. We have shown that the shedding of LEV is necessary but not just enough to sustain the LAF response of inverted foil in a uniform flow. Instead, the LAF response is the outcome of strong fluid-structure interaction associated with the combined effects of unsteady shedding of LEV and the flexible foil's structural elasticity and inertia effects. Based on the aforementioned investigations, we also presented a list of similarities and differences between the LAF phenomenon of inverted foil and the VIV of a circular cylinder. In addition, we have formulated an analogous elastically mounted rotating plate model with a steady force estimation based on the potential flow theory and the empirical drag force model. The model reasonably reproduced the large-amplitude oscillation similar to the LAF response of a flexible inverted foil in a uniform stream and thus formed an appropriate analogous model than the elastically mounted circular cylinder undergoing transverse VIV. The connection between the large-amplitude oscillation of rigid plate and the LAF response can help to develop an improved understanding of underlying fluid-structure interaction, with a profound impact on energy harvesting and propulsive systems.
Appendix: Analogous rotating plate model for the LAF motion of inverted foil
Here, we will attempt to establish a simplified analogous model for the LAF of an inverted flexible foil using the elastically mounted flat plate and the 2D force model Figure A .1: (a) Spanwise vorticity contours during LAF motion from 3D FSI simulation of an inverted foil without splitter, (b) sketch of analogous nonlinear pendulum model consisting of a rigid plate mounted on a torsional spring at TE and immersed in a uniform flow stream at freestream velocity U 0 . K θ is the torsion spring constant and θ s is twist angle from the initial equilibrium state. In (a), LEV and TEV vortical structures during the LAF motion can be clearly seen. using a simple potential flow theory. The fluid force represents a potential flow lift and the empirical drag based on the projected plate height. As shown in figure A.1a, the LAF response involves complex interactions between the fluid-dynamic forces induced due to the periodic shedding of LEV and TEV vortices from the LE and TE of the foil, the nonlinear structural elastic restoring forces and the foil inertia. We can idealize the complex nonlinear structural deformations of inverted foil by assuming the flexible foil as a rigid plate mounted on a torsional spring at TE. Figure A. 1b illustrates the schematic of the analogous nonlinear pendulum-like model undergoing single-degree-offreedom pitching motion or rotation in a uniform flow U 0 for LAF, where K θ is the torsional spring constant. The equation of motion for the nonlinear pendulum (i.e., elastically mounted rotating plate) for the rotation angle (θ s ) can be written as
where θ s tt and θ s t represent ∂ 2 θ s /∂t 2 and ∂θ s /∂t respectively, C θ is the torsional damping constant, I = mL 2 /3 and I a = 9πρ f L 4 /128 (Sarpkaya 1966; Blevins 1979) are the moment of inertial and added moment of inertia, respectively for the rigid plate rotating about LE, and m is the mass per unit length. M f z denotes the steady moment acting on the plate due to the fluid loading F N acting normal to the plate at the aerodynamic center O, where the pitching moment does not vary as a function of twist angle. By considering a quasi-static loading on the rotating plate, the normal force via potential flow model and the force decomposition assumption can be given as
where C l = 2π sin (θ s ) is the potential flow lift for an inclined flat plate in a uniform flow at the angle of incidence θ s and C d = 1.28 represents the drag coefficient of a flat plate in a cross flow. In Eq. (A.2), the terms cos θ s and sin θ s appear due the geometric projection of the lift and drag force normal to the plate. The term |sin θ s | projects the inclined plate length in the direction normal to the flow and the absolute operator accounts for the at m * = 0.1 and Re = 1000.
